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				Jon Rahm insists his switch to LIV Golf will HELP his bid to retain the Masters as Spaniard says he feels ‘fresh and ready for it’ after playing less holes and events than his PGA rivals

				By Mike Keegan Reigning champion Jon Rahm believes his switch to LIV Golf has actually left him better-equipped to retain the green jacket. The Spaniard, who cr... read more
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				Netflix fans hail ’10/10′ series with ‘most amazing twist’ at the end: ‘I still think about it at least once a week’

				By Shannon Mcguigan Published: 16:54 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 16:54 BST, 9 April 2024 Netflix viewers have flooded the internet with an abundance of praise... read more
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				Check your tickets! Mystery Australian scoops $50MILLION lottery prize – but they don’t yet know it

				By Daily Mail Australia Reporter Published: 16:12 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 16:51 BST, 9 April 2024 A lucky Australian has won a $50million Oz Lotto jackpot&... read more
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				Pro-Gaza protestors devolve Senate hearing into chaos as Sec. Lloyd Austin says ‘no evidence’ that Israel has committed genocide against Palestinians and Biden’s top military brass plead for critical ammunition and weapons support to Ukraine

				The top military brass are informing the Senate on their 2025 budget requests Soon after the hearing began pro-Palestinian protestors began yelling and interrup... read more
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				Terrifying moment little girl escapes attempted abduction in Melbourne – before stranger rescues her

				By Makayla Muscat For Daily Mail Australia Published: 05:21 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 16:20 BST, 9 April 2024 Chilling footage has emerged of a young girl hi... read more
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				Spurs fans insist Liverpool can ‘have the points’ from their controversial defeat in September if it stops bitter rivals Arsenal from winning the title… with Reds fans STILL demanding a replay after VAR’s Luis Diaz blunder

				Spurs fans insist Liverpool can have the three points from their September clash Luis Diaz’s wrongly disallowed goal cost them the game. Could it cost the... read more
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				Gemma Collins reveals she’s lost 20lbs bodybuilding training ahead of her wedding to Rami Hawash as she continues on her mission to ‘get healthy, not skinny’

				By Chikamso Chukwuenyem For Mailonline Published: 16:01 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 16:01 BST, 9 April 2024 Gemma Collins has lost 20lbs ahead of her wedding ... read more
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				Dearborn activist whose rally sparked cries of ‘death to America’ is Islamic teacher who thinks it would be an ‘honor’ to be named on terror watch list – but complained about being ‘racially profiled’ at airport

				An Islamic activist whose Michigan rally sparked calls of ‘Death to America’ has previously said it would be an ‘honor’ to be placed on... read more
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				‘Hardest Geezer’ Russ Cook ‘IS eligible to win BBC Sports Personality of the Year award’ after the British runner completed 10k mile trek across the ENTIRE length of Africa

				British runner Russ Cook is reportedly eligible to claim the BBC Sports Personality of the Year award after his incredible achievement of running 10,100 miles a... read more
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				Gazelle with SIX LEGS is photographed in Israel

				A six-legged gazelle was spotted prancing in Israel by a member of the nation’s defense forces. The animal had an extra pair of appendages growing from ... read more
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				Canadian DNA lab admits ‘routinely sending out inaccurate results’ that destroyed multiple families after biological dads were wrongly told children weren’t theirs

				A Canadian paternity DNA company knowingly gave out inaccurate tests that identified the wrong father, destroying families in the process, a new report has clai... read more
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				Myleene Klass enjoys family holiday to Disneyland Paris with her partner Simon Watson and three kids as they pose in front of Sleeping Beauty Castle

				Myleene Klass has been enjoying a family fun-filled trip to Disneyland Paris in France this week. The TV and radio presenter, 46, was joined by her partner Sim... read more
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				Ginnifer Goodwin and husband Josh Dallas make 1st red carpet appearance together in 4 YEARS… after getting married 10 years ago when meeting on Once Upon A Time

				By Heidi Parker For Dailymail.com Published: 15:00 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 15:45 BST, 9 April 2024 Ginnifer Goodwin and her husband Josh Dallas – wh... read more
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				Kelly Holmes makes a SHOCKING confession as she stuns the Loose Women panel

				By Kirsten Murray For Mailonline Published: 15:30 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 15:30 BST, 9 April 2024 Kelly Holmes shocked the panel as she made a shocking con... read more
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				I get shamed by other mothers for being naturally pretty with a good figure – they’re just jealous because I don’t need lip filler to look nice

				Amee Gleadell says she doesn’t understand why mums don’t make an effort Have YOU had a similar experience? Email eleanor.dye@mailonline.co.uk  By E... read more
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				Birmingham’s new ‘multi-billion-pound’ stadium plans could transform the city, West Midlands chiefs insist… as the Championship club aims to build a sports venue similar to Man City’s Etihad Campus

				West Midlands chief Joel Lavery believes a new venue would be transformative He says the 2022 Commonwealth Games showed the ‘power of sport’ in the ... read more
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				Brooklyn Beckham’s old Land Rover Defender is listed on eBay for £46,000 after the aspiring chef and his dad David have both been seen driving it

				By Charlotte Dean For Mailonline Published: 14:50 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 15:07 BST, 9 April 2024 A Land Rover Defender formerly owned by Brooklyn Beckham ... read more
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				Home and Away fans are left in tears over Leah and Justin’s ‘absolutely amazing’ wedding: ‘Stop! I’m crying’

				By Marta Jary For Daily Mail Australia Published: 14:53 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 15:02 BST, 9 April 2024 Home and Away fans were treated to the wedding on t... read more
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				Surf board-shaped UFO filmed speeding around the moon by NASA’s lunar orbiter

				By Peter Hess For Dailymail.Com Published: 14:48 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 15:00 BST, 9 April 2024 Over the weekend, NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbite... read more
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				Logan Ryan announces his retirement from the NFL after 11 seasons, as two-time Super Bowl winner reveals satisfaction at leaving game ‘happy and healthy’

				By Jake Nisse Longtime NFL defensive back Logan Ryan has announced his retirement from football at the age of 33. Ryan, who won two Super Bowls with the Patriot... read more
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				Cruel gardener rips native bird to shreds with his whipper snipper before dumping animal’s body in a bin

				Do you know the gardener? Email tips@dailymail.com  By Daily Mail Australia Reporter Published: 14:46 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 14:47 BST, 9 April 2024 A ga... read more
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				Cara Delevingne leaves her Pilates class in a very familiar looking tracksuit – as she continues treading the boards in Cabaret after her LA home was gutted by fire

				By Jason Chester for MailOnline Published: 14:43 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 14:46 BST, 9 April 2024 There was something rather familiar about Cara Delevingne... read more
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				Shocking moment cyclist is run down by P-plater in Sydney’s Canley Heights before the driver flees the scene

				By Lisa Edser For Daily Mail Australia Published: 14:02 BST, 9 April 2024 | Updated: 14:22 BST, 9 April 2024 A terrifying hit-and-run by a P-plater has been cap... read more
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				Bayern Munich wonderkid REFUSES to play for his country after being hit with stunning Olympics snub

				Nestory Irankunda has snubbed the chance to play for Australia  He was in line to replace Marco Tillo for Olympic qualifiers  Irankunda is set to move to Germ... read more
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Allow USAttorneys.com to assist you in locating skilled child custody lawyers




Truck accident attorneys help you to seek the truck accident settlement




Find experienced truck accident attorneys and get the compensation you deserve.




Find local lawyers and law firms at USAttorneys.com
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Express Digest is a news & information website publishing an extensive collection of the latest news & trending links on the web.



Get access to daily news, politics, business, finance, science, technology, sport, travel, and much more.
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Bookmark this site and connect with us on social media to stay up-to-date on what’s happening in the world around you.



Follow us on Facebook
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            			DISCLAIMER



This website does not host any text, images, or audio content. The owners have not uploaded any of the media to the hosting servers. All media is hosted elsewhere and sourced from third-party websites such as BBC, CNN, Reuters, DailyMail, NYtimes, Wikipedia, YouTube, etc.
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The content published on this site can be found on several other websites. This site, therefore, has no control over the copyrights and streaming of any media. Any queries or concerns regarding copyright violations should be directed to the website(s) hosting the material in question.
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